Library Task Force Meeting
May 16, 2017

Present: Tim Babasade, Stephanie Scheeler, Steve Perry, Peter Mercer, Liz Seicke, Cathy Davey, Susan Vallario, Melissa Van Der Wall, Leigh Keller, Beth Barnett, Roark Atkinson

Guests: Kirsten DaSilva, Dave Pilachowski (BCJ), Lee Clark (BCJ), Jason Kilgore (BCJ), Bill Loose (BCJ)

Excused: Erin McKenna

Bohlin Cywinski Jackson (BCJ) distributed the program study and summary sheet to accompany the PowerPoint presentation. The PPT provided a comparison of existing library space and the space with the programming provided during earlier meetings.

Design features include:
Reduce space of collection from current 75%
Compact shelving on lower floors
New staircase that is turned 90 degrees, as open as possible with either glass or moveable walls for emergency
Basic core elements, bathrooms, mechanical rooms, elevator shaft (elevator would be changed), and fire stairs would remain in the same location
Seating on stairways for grade changing on external areas-similar to Adler
Outdoor seating for café
Corner entry into open space that would include a café
Stand up bar w. plugs, booths
Potential bridge from the 4th floor to the rest of the academic facility
Repurpose as much as possible either on exterior or interior
Cues from existing architecture that has already been built on campus
Transparency of building, more than academic buildings

Lee provided a rough estimate of the timing for the project as draft process coming to conclusions by end of June; three months schematics; three months design development; eight months of building documents; two years of construction. September 2020